Winter Service Checklist
Ventrac tractors and attachments are
designed to work hard through the winter
cold and snow. However, prolonged exposure
to salts, de-icers and other corrosive agents
can cause steel to rust, aluminum to oxidize
and electrical connections to corrode. This
exposure can ultimately reduce performance
and shorten the life of your equipment.

Protect your investment and reduce
maintenance costs! Follow our easy checklist
to extend the life of your Ventrac
equipment and help keep it in proper working
condition for when you need it most.

Pre-Winter Season
Wash equipment thoroughly with soap
& water. This helps remove harmful
contaminants and corrosive agents.
Check to ensure that all
devices function properly

Maintaining Snow
Equipment Video
VIDEO FEATURE: Ventrac
Service Manager, Chad Nolt,
explains how to extend the life
of your Ventrac.
Watch at:
www.ventrac.com/snow Chad Nolt
Service Manager

Properly adjust skid shoes
and cutting edges, replace if necessary
Inspect belts and chains on attachments (if applicable)
Apply dielectric grease to all electrical connections
Apply paint to any spots that are lacking
Spray attachments with an outdoor
corrosion & rust preventative
Grease all grease points

In-between snow events
Wash equipment thoroughly with soap & water
Spray areas prone to rust (such as bare
steel or areas that are exposed to salt) with
an outdoor corrosion & rust preventative

Post-Winter Season

Extend the life of
your equipment:
Touch Up Paint:

Ventrac Red Spray Paint
Spray Can #00.0048
Touch Up #00.0204
Ventrac Tan Paint
Spray Can #00.0143
Touch Up #00.0203

Wash equipment thoroughly with soap & water

Ventrac Black Paint
Spray Can #00.0183

Apply Dielectric Grease to all electrical
connections on attachments

Corrosion & Rust
Preventative:

Apply paint to any spots that are lacking
Spray attachments with an outdoor
corrosion & rust preventative
Grease all grease points

Long-Term Outdoor
Protectant & Lube #15.0034
Dielectric Grease #15.0035
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Brooms

Snow Blowers
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42” Snow Blower

52” V-Blade
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Ready for Snow?
Winter Spreaders
Model SS300 - Salt spreader designed
to spread bagged rock salt and calcium
flake and features a 3 ft3 capacity.
NEW
Model SS575 - This spreader features a
5.75 ft3 capacity and is designed to spread
bagged rock salt, calcium flake, bagged
ice melters*, bulk salt**, and calcium
chloride pellets*.
*requires Gate Kit
**requires Vibrator Kit.

328 E Water St
Orrville, OH 44667

NEW

Visit www.ventrac.com/snow
for more information.

Follow Ventrac:
Ventrac Blog: http://ventrac.com/blog
YouTube.com/Ventrac7

Made in the USA

Facebook.com/Ventrac

